Below you can find relevant twitter and/or facebook handles/tags for the CMC 2020 universalization target countries. Remember to use the campaign hashtags as well as the country hashtag along with these.

Africa
- Angola: facebook, MFA Twitter, Embassy US Twitter
- Central African Republic: twitter and facebook
- Democratic Republic of Congo: facebook, MFA Twitter, President’s Twitter Account
- Djibouti: President’s Twitter Account
- Eritrea: MFA Twitter, UN NY Mission Twitter
- Ethiopia: facebook UN GE Mission Twitter, UN Gen Twitter
- Jordan: facebook, UN NY Mission Twitter,
- Kenya: twitter and facebook
- Liberia: Facebook UN NY Mission Twitter
- Nigeria: twitter
- Oman: UN NY Mission Twitter, MFA Twitter
- South Sudan: MFA Twitter, Facebook
- Sudan: Prime Minister’s Twitter Account
- Tanzania: twitter, Facebook
- Uganda: twitter and facebook
- Zimbabwe: twitter

Asia-Pacific
- Bangladesh: facebook
- Brunei Darussalam: Prime Minister’s unofficial twitter account
- Nepal: twitter and facebook
- Timor-Leste: President’s twitter account
- Vietnam: MFA Twitter

Latin American & the Caribbean:
- Argentina: facebook and twitter
- Bahamas: facebook and twitter
- Barbados: facebook and twitter
- Dominica: Facebook
- Jamaica: facebook, MFA Twitter
- Saint Lucia: facebook, Twitter

Eastern Europe
- Serbia: President’s twitter account

Letters to government, what to include
During April the CMC Director will be sending letters to all the states that have not joined the Convention. We will be urging them to join the CCM before the 2RevCon, to take interim steps such as voting in favor of the UNGA annual resolution on the Convention on Cluster Munitions. Once these letters are sent, we will ask you to follow-up with the relevant capitals.

Sending letters to embassies of priority countries
Here you will find a template letter to be sent to embassies in your country representing states that have not joined the convention. Download the letter and edit it directly in word.
If you are from a member state party we advise that you request your government to put pressure on countries within the region.

Questions or further information?
Please keep us informed of any responses received, updates and actions! if you have any questions please email CMC Advocacy & Campaigns Manager diana@icbl.cmc

If you have questions on how to successfully use social media for campaigning please find more information here.

Please act today! Thank you for your efforts to ensure that we achieve the 130 States Parties goal by the 2RevCon.

Hashtags and Key messages

- #StopClusterBombsNow [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] #StopClusterBombsNow and save lives - join the @ISUCCM #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and ensure survivors rights - #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and prevent future tragedies - #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and support livelihoods - #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM

For signatories:
- [INSERT COUNTRY] ratify the @ISUCCM now and join 108 States Parties by 2RevCon #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] when are you going to ratify the @ISUCCM signed over 10 years ago? #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] updates welcome on your @ISUCCM ratification bill - #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM

For non-signatories:
- [INSERT COUNTRY] accede now and join the 108 States Parties to the @ISUCCM by #2RevCon #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] 10 years on, time to accede to the @ISUCCM ! #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
- 108 countries are part of the @ISUCCM. [INSERT COUNTRY] be the next one and #joinCCM #StopClusterBombsNow

General messages:
- [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and help promote international humanitarian law #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM and show how you support rule of law #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] the world has suffered enough from the use of Cluster Munitions #joinCCM #StopClusterBombsNow @ISUCCM
- [INSERT COUNTRY] help prevent future suffering and address the deadly legacy of Cluster Munition use - #joinCCM#StopClusterBombsNow @ISUCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] join the @ISUCCM & contribute to achieving @SDGgoals via a #ClusterMunitionFree world #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• [INSERT COUNTRY] step up your efforts to join @ISUCCM before the #2RevCon #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM
• Is [INSERT COUNTRY] going to be the next country to join the @ISUCCM? We hope so! #StopClusterBombsNow #joinCCM